Are you watching
the greatest film of all time?

Would you classify
the film as being
"culturally, historically or
aesthetically significant"?

No

Can the story be considered
"timeless" and/or "engaging"?

No

Yes

Yes

No

Does the film feature
compelling and unpredictable, yet
relatable characters?

Yes
Does the film promote
the "importance of family"
and/or "living your life
a quarter mile at a time"?

No

Yes
Are any of these characters
street racers?

No

Is this film set in
the world of
underground street racing?

No

Yes

Yes

Does it feature
Academy Award winning actors
and actresses?

Yes

No
Does the film have breathtaking
cinematography?

No

Yes
Does it feature SAG Award winning
actors and actresses?

No

Yes

Does it feature
MTV Movie Award winning
actors?

No

Yes

No

Yes

Does the film "hold a mirror up to society"?

No

Yes

Is there a car chase in the film?

Is there more than
one car chase in the film?

No

Is the story complex
yet understandable, with notes
of Social Realism?

No

No

Does the film promote
diversity through both
it's casting and
story telling choices?

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Does a car explode?

Does the title of the film
contain the words "Fast" and/or "Furious"?

No

No

Are any of the
characters named
Captain Miller, Hobbs and/or
Shaw?

Yes

No

No

No

Does the film
title contain both
the letter "F" and the
number "9"?

At any point in
the film are the protagonists
working along side
the law?

Is there
Tokyo Drifting involved?

No
Is this film "Saving
Private Ryan"?

Yes

Is it a shadowy
covert law enforcement
agency?

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does any
character use
cybernetic implants to enhance
their speed and strength,
rendering them almost
superhuman?

Is this film, both in
description and title, 2 Fast
2 Furious?

No

Is there a
high-stakes heist involving
oil tankers?

Does Vin Diesel
fight The Rock?

Yes

No

No

Does The Rock
win the fight?

Yes

Yes

This is a pretty great film,
but it is not THE Greatest
Film Of All Time
This is not the greatest film
of all time

Yes

Yes

Is Vin Diesel in the film?

No

No

At any point in the film
are the protagonists fugitives
from the law?

No

No
Do the protagonists go
on a globetrotting
adventure?

Yes

Is there a
high-stakes heist involving
a tank?

Yes

No

Is there a
medium-stakes heist
involving semi trucks
full of DVD players?

No

Does Vin Diesel win the
fight?

Yes

No
No

Do they tie because
it's written in both their
contracts that neither
can lose a fight?

Yes

This is the film
"Fast Five" and it is
THE Greatest Film
Of All Time

This film does not exist.
Please start over and read
carefully.

